
HAS MACRO-FORECASTING FAILED?

Victor Zarnowitz



unemployment, consumption and investment, prices, and interest
rates. They cover short and intermediate horizons of one or two years
along with one to four, or at most eight, quarters ahead.

Movements associated with the business cycles prevail over such
time spans. Irregular variations from random causes and intrayear,
approximately periodic, seasonal movements influence heavily most



engaged in macro-fOrecasting been able to attain and maintain in
competing with each other and alternative methods? We have
learned much in recenttimes by assembling and examining measures
of absolute and relative accuracy for reasonably representative sam-
ples of macroeconomic forecasts (my own published work in this
area goes back to 1967). By now we would expect most professional



was founded). The forecasting units vary from individuals and small

teams tosizable divisions ofsome largecorporations and multibrauch

specialized consulting firms. Some of the latter operate large-scale
econometric models and provide customer services internationally.
Business demand for forecasts of numerous more or less aggregative
variables is largely satisfied by subscriptions to such services. For



the MAEs or RMSEs across the best-known sources are mostly small
and of uncertain statistical significance (which cannot be directly
tested since the forecasts are not independent).2

There are good probable reasons why the principal macro-
forecasters cannot be ranked unambiguously by any standards of

accuracy. Authors of predictions that are matched by variable, time



The Multiplicity of Methods and Models

The coexistence of many different forecasts aiming at the same
targets and continuing to have significantly dispersed errors is in

itself an indication that no single model or technique is generally
nvnn,’fni’l Sn nnnch,tnnflwo.. nnv~nv+n nfhn,-Q ifn~.,e..r.h



from econometric models or the informal approach). This is the pre-
sumed reason why the dominant forecasting practice is touse various
combinations of these techniques. Other sources confirm this impor-
tant lesson.4

The forecasters’ methodological choices, as reported in the ASA/
NIRThIl c.n-’in.’wc rlnnnt inn,.oi’ Sn h-. ac.nrinfnrl ~,rith Qhrniflrnnf r4iffnr_
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The point is that mortetarist models, too, failed to produce depend-
able forecasts for thy’ conduct of macro—stabilization policies. The
crudely monetarist—oriented Fed tactics that temporarily replaced
the Keynesian regime in the late 1970s smmcceeded in finally eliminat-
ing the unbearably high and volatile inflation and interest rates, but
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predictive relationships arc found in macroeconomics, their range
and duration are probably more limited than they are widely
believed to be. The economy grows and fluctuates in various ways,
reflecting the diversity of human behavior that causes and reacts to
the omnipresent change. Of necessity, economic theory simplifies
starkly the motivations of individual and collective action, thereby
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Thus, the MAEs, in percentage points, average 1.2, 1.2, and 1,0 for
GNP, RGNP, and IPD, respectively (column 3). The corresponding
figures for the ranges are .4, .4, and .1 (columnn 4). Reading down
the table, a comparison of the successive (mostly overlapping) sub-

periods suggests that the MAEs may have decreased somewhat for
CNIP 4 ~ c,... lPfl .n.A .‘nmnnng1 ,,,n-.nvlr.mhl., chil.1~. Lw nflNlP



Real GNP growth was underestimated in 1980, when the recession
turned out milder than expected, and in the years of strong recovery
and expansion (1983—84, 1988); it was greatly overestimated in 1982,
after a severe downturn cut short an unusually weak and brief rise
in activity. Thus, as was often observed in the past, the largest errors
were associated with business cycle turning points and recessions



Important sources wan long recorus sucn as U1I~A,Mlcnigan, and
‘Wharton. Another is that the group averages from surveys offorecast-
ers, such as ASAINBER, are always more accurate over time than
most of their individual components (Zarnowitz 1984, 1985). Such
averages also conceal the dispersion of errors, which is often large,
in the participants’ forecasts. The measures presented here and in



equally ignorant about (t + 8) and (t + 10), for example. These
observed tendencies apply to short-term forecasts for a variety of
time series; they apply to levels and cumulative absolute and relative
changes alike.

Properly understood, the rule “longer forecasts, larger errors”
applies to optimal forecasts. It should he a strong regularity—and



(F) with their counterparts for several naive models (N): projections
of last-known levels, changes, and historical averages (Ni, N2, and
N25, respectively) and autoregressive extrapolations (N3). The listed
ratios RMSE(P)/RMSE(N) are all less than 1, which indicates that
[he average accuracy of the forecasts is generally higher than that
of the naive models. However, in sonic instances the extrapolations



simpler and less expensive VAIl projections, but by small margins.
The mixed results of comparisons by subperiods (not shown) confirm
this conclusion. Perhaps surprisingly, in most cases the relative per-
formance of VAR improved at longer horizons, although prominent
econometricians would expect the opposite (Klein 1984, p. 7; Adams
1986, p. 156).
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apparenriy not always zor sopnisncateo time-series mocieis. I ~bl~ i

suggests that the BVAR model was often more accurate than the
ceonometricians with in two quarters of business cycle turns in
1970—83 (lines 2, 5, 8, and 11).

Overall, the main lesson here is again that the BVAR models
include information of predictive value that is not present in the
~ ~ ~ C
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Real GNP turned down in 1954, 1958, 1970, and 1974. Of the 10
forecasts for these years that were available to me for study, 8 speci-
fied continued rises and only 2 succeeded in signaling declines
(Zarnowitz 1979, p. 10). Even though they are usually few and far
between, cyclical turning-point errors matter greatly because they
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preuicnon to tuemselves anu tneir customers can no quite mgn.
In contrast, forecasts of a recovery are always welcome and often
accepted on the basis of early signs of improvement. The peakerrors
show up during the recession and slowdown periods, the generally
smaller trough errors show tip during the recovery and speedup

periods. . . 1 .1 I



I he turning points marlcmngthe major rises and decisnes in intlation
have l)een for the most part poorly predicted, with forecasts lagging
behind the actual values much as simple extrapolations would. A
detailed analysis of a large number of forecasts for several variables
found inflation errors particularly troublesome; so have some other
studies (Zarnowitz 1985; 1-lolden and Peel 1985 for the United



tors or substitutes. we can expect inc auvaiices to prove unucuit anu
slow with setbacks along the way. Indeed, some large banks and
industrial companies have sharply reduced or even liquidated their
economic staffs in recent years. But this move can hardly mean
that these organizations have suddenly discovered that they can do
without forecasts of important aspects ofaggregate economic activity
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nile. ivionetary controj couiu ne poor even wan accurate iorecasts
because of inconsistent and inefficient procedures with regard to
the instrwnents and targets of the policy.

Are even the best available forecasts inadequate to be a basis for
satisfactory policy decisionmaking? This question probably does not
have a single, clear-cutanswer at this time. There is evidence that the
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CRITERIA FOR JUDGING
MAc1~oEcoNoMIc FORECASTING

Allen Sinai



disappears as Zarnowitz pursues the accuracy issue and the empirical
‘:lata in his very impressive database of historical macro-forecasts
from different types of forecasters and different forecast
organizations.

Even on the accuracy criterion, though, I could not tell what Zar—
rio%vitz concluded from his examination of the evidence, Unless, as



macro-forecasting always understates upswings and downswings. It
is the nature of the beast, and Zarnowitz brings that point out well.
The data are seasonally adjusted, models tend to add smoothing,
and forecasters smooth the smooth results of the models and the
data. It is really in the culture of what goes on in macro-forecasting
that one gets underestimates of both the upswings and downswings.



I-an the numbers through systematic models. For me, when I did

that, that was a surprise, but a result from the discipline of the macro—
forecasting process regardless of any forecast.

A further dimension is the increase in ctnrent—quarter monitoring
as part of macro-forecasting. There is now almost continuous forecast-
ing and monitoring of the near term as an input to decisions, that


